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WISCONSIN CHILD CARE BY-THE-NUMBERS

PROJECT 
GROWTH 
UPDATE 
There is no doubt that access to high-quality, licensed child care is critical not only to Wisconsin’s families but also 
to employers who are seeking qualified workers. Unfortunately, more than half of families in our state live in “child 
care deserts,” where there are more than three children under age 5 for each licensed child care slot. That’s why 
the Wisconsin Department of Children and Families (DCF) launched the Dream Up! Child Care Supply-Building 
Grant Program through the Project Growth initiative. Through a collaborative community approach, chosen teams 
of community stakeholders are working to evaluate, plan, sustain, and expand existing child care, and support new 
child care programs. To date, Project Growth provided $10.4 million in funding has been provided to support three 
cohorts of recipients that represent 37 communities. 

Project Growth is one of many initiatives DCF has introduced to stabilize our communities’ child care systems 
and bolster Wisconsin’s economy. To date, $37.9 million  has been invested in businesses, communities, child care 
programs, and families through Project Growth. 

According to a report from The Century Foundation, it is estimated that 2,110  
child care programs are projected to close, which would leave more than 87,000 kids 
in Wisconsin without child care. But it does not end there. These impacts would  
result in the loss of over 4,880 child care jobs and approximately half a billion  
dollars in economic impacts between parents leaving the workforce and reduced 
employer productivity. 
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• The average price of infant care constitutes
18.5% of the median family income in Wisconsin
and 83.3% of the yearly wages of a minimum
wage worker. (2021 Needs Assessment)

• The child care workforce earns only a median
hourly wage of $7.46–12.99 per hour,
depending on the type of program. (2021 Needs
Assessment) In short, the business model for
child care does not work without increased public
or private investment.

• 64% of Wisconsin employers say that exploring
ways to support child and family-supporting
benefits is necessary to retain valuable
employees in a tight labor market.

• 78% of Wisconsin business owners report that
our state’s economy is directly impacted by
families’ abilities to access affordable, high-
quality child care.

• Wisconsin’s demographic shifts are a central
issue to the state’s tightened labor market.
Wisconsinites are aging. The state had 150,000
fewer residents in their “prime working age” (from
25–54 years old) in 2019 than it did in 2010,
according to an analysis by UW Community
Economic Development. (The State of Working
Wisconsin) The labor force will continue to shrink
in the coming decade, leaving public and private
employers fighting over the smaller pool of
potential workers.

https://secure-web.cisco.com/14bcuEeLOFnHjF6MtZ0ZhaLcLTZfl223dO9rRjjZh60nBibO8dIER8rFCzbNJR5DUCGSdO0IJUBzN3EBijcwjAI9t83NurLumw96dg3Jr2usg5takVgwsELCQzsOuBP95yycJR-j9GkwRFdru_U9Fms1RTqeTk55PW8PyTdIEWBLANtf-6PLxPot8-p_Zwql-t8YorSvoWhFwj7tu7RGpkjyxBvjsad0-nGpR0_5Otrrde8Hn0Tvoy-tVDj7-om58BTIDXEKowZk3X6qNVSHM3bJfJr7Bvvpxy1w39-eFWbmDHtlqZ5ieYWm4grnDmfSBa2DOcjRLuc4FPxfJ8EoGpSckR28rMezZXtDHYNR2Gnw/https%3A%2F%2Ftcf-ccs-map.netlify.app%2Fassets%2Ffactsheets%2FChild%2520Care%2520State%2520Fact%2520Sheet%2520-%2520Wisconsin.pdf
https://tcf.org/content/report/child-care-cliff/
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To date, the Dream Up! Child Care Supply-Building 
grant program has invested $10.4 million to support 
building child care supply through a collaborative 
community approach facilitated by First Children’s 
Finance (FCF).   

Since the program’s launch:  

   37 cross-sector community 
teams have been awarded 
$75,000 supply-building 
grants 

   $1,020,000 invested in 
current child care providers 
through the Business 
Leadership Cohort opportunity 

DREAM UP! GRANT PROGRAM: OVERVIEW
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Many Dream Up! communities have completed their 
core team meetings, finalized their goals, and begun 
implementation of their strategic plans. The top three 
areas of focus for the strategic plans are:

• Maintaining or enhancing high quality care

• Recruitment hiring and retention costs

• Materials for learning environment

A portion of these communities have also secured 
additional financial resources to continue their efforts 
or are actively pursuing ways to sustain their efforts 
beyond the Dream Up! community award. Additional 
community Dream Up! activities include but are not 
limited to:  

• Preparing to open new child care centers
through strategic community partnerships and
collaborative funding.

• Supplying local child care providers with
resources that help them either expand their
child care workforce and/or available child
care slots.

• Engaging high school students in course work to
become providers.

• Developing pipeline and retention initiatives
to support the child care workforce, including
mechanisms to provide livable wages and
relevant professional development.

• Planning community/employer engagement
activities, such as surveys, to drill down on the
nuances of local child care needs.
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Across Wisconsin, Dream Up! communities are 
bringing together parents, employers, child care 
providers, community organizations, and other local 
leaders to learn more about the unique challenges 
and opportunities their regions face in expanding 
access to licensed child care. While the conversations, 
decision drivers, implementation plans, and 
sustainability strategies differ in nuanced ways, there 
are a number of themes emerging across teams. The 
following are some initial high-level observations that 
may prompt further discussions and activities aimed 
at supporting community-led child care access: 

Assessing local child care needs from multiple 
perspectives is one of the foundational first steps 
Dream Up! teams advise for any community-led child care 
initiatives.  

• Gathering separate feedback from local families,
employers, and child care providers are the most
common data collection activities.

• This information is used to not only better
understand the issues and realistic possible
solutions, it is also leveraged to educate local
stakeholders on the issue and ultimately
generate buy-in.

DREAM UP! GRANT PROGRAM: EMERGING THEMES
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Dream Up! communities are excited and willing to 
think outside of the box in addressing their child care 
challenges. That said, they often describe entering the 
work with incomplete information about the array of 
options to consider and are unable to leverage lessons 
learned from other communities.  

• This inefficient use of time leads to some
local participants losing interest after the
initial excitement and/or a lot of time spent
investigating projects that ultimately end up not
being feasible.

• For example, some teams described assuming
that partnering with a local business to open a
child care facility would be a collaborative and
efficient way to hit the ground running. However,
after talking with building inspectors, child
care regulators, and on-the-fence employers,
teams realized it is more challenging than
anticipated and ultimately were forced to
identify different solutions.
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Want to learn more?
Visit ProjectGrowth.WI.gov or contact DCFMBDEProjectGrowth@
wisconsin.gov to learn more about Project Growth’s latest initiatives and 
our community-based approach to improving child care in Wisconsin. 
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DREAM UP! GRANT PROGRAM: EMERGING THEMES

Although the makeup of a core team varies in regards 
to organizations represented and the backgrounds or 
positions of individuals, there are two primary roles that 
Dream Up! participants continue to note as important  
to their current and/or future work: local employers  
and individuals who are experts in child care policy  
and regulations.  

• Both roles are seen as valuable for their
perspectives and experience, particularly as a
community is attempting to better understand
the nuances of the challenges and what solutions
truly address the issue AND are realistic and
sustainable.

• They are also seen as integral to getting buy- 
in from other local businesses and child
care providers.

Many communities shared their challenges in 
meaningfully engaging local employers on the issues 
related to child care access.  

• Engagement ranged from asking employers to
provide simple feedback on their employees’
child care needs to attending community
listening sessions to having an active role on the
Dream Up! core team.

• Most commonly, teams report local employers
acknowledging that employees’ access to child
care does impact their day-to-day productivity;
however, employers are uncertain on their role in
addressing the issue (versus “The Government,”
families, another organization, etc.)

• In some cases, communities stated that
employers still see this as an issue that families
should just be able to “figure out,” and often
refer to the historical practice of a stay-at-home
parent being a practical solution.

Looking to the future, many Dream Up! teams acknowledge 
that without additional, sustainable funding and/or a 
dedicated position, it will be challenging for them to 
prioritize continuing to push forward the work.  

• This sentiment was especially strong for core
team members who have full-time jobs in issues
outside of child care initiatives and are part of
communities that do not have the ability to
prioritize funding on these issues.

http://ProjectGrowth.WI.gov
mailto:DCFMBDEProjectGrowth%40wisconsin.gov?subject=
mailto:DCFMBDEProjectGrowth%40wisconsin.gov?subject=



